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About This Game

The Galactic Foxian Empire, a faction of space faring humanoid foxes.

For hundreds of years the Empire has been the dominant species of their galactic sector.
Enter Kimi, an aspiring cadet in the Empire.

Coming from military family, Kimi has a promising career ahead of her.
But now a new civilization has emerged to threaten the Empire's place in the galaxy.

Will Kimi rise up to this new challenge?
Or will the alien civilization prove too much for the Empire?
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- 4 hours of story with action and intrigue
- Choices and actions with lasting consequences and branching narrative

- Class change to specialize in space or land combat
- Hand drawn custom portraits and enemies

Arrow keys to move/select
Z to interact/confirm
X for menu/go back
Hold SHIFT to run

Tip: You can save anywhere from the menu. It's recommended that you save often and in multiple slots!
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For those who like simple farming game, this is an enjoyable game with decent gameplay. Good for spending your free time
sitting and doing relaxing stuff. No complicated thinking
 required so it is suitable for beginners and kids, or for days when you're too lazy to spend brain energy on a game.

The game still could use some improvements, or fixing, though. There are so many glitchy things in farming that had me ponder
on quitting and getting a refund. For example, the cow would stack over each other so it became impossible to milk them. I had
to resort to hiring a worker and set them on Shepherd task. Which is a big inconvenient, because sometimes the grandpa asks me
to milk the cow for daily task, and I can't get it done using worker\/employee.

Also, pigs and cows sometimes can't find their own food and water, even though the troughs are inside their fenced area and are
properly filled. They would stay hungry or thirsty forever until I delete (sell) them and set a new animal on my farm. Or I have
to delete my troughs and replace them in new spot every day to try to figure out which spot is the working spot, as sometimes
the cows or the pigs keep walking in tight turns and repeating their steps in same spot of 2x2 plot squares, ignoring the troughs
that are on the other side of the pen. This is really infuriating.

Morover, a cow escaped although I had never placed any of them outside of the fence. So I had a stray cow walking around very
far away from my house and the cow pen. There was no way to move it back, even though someone answered in the forum that
feeding will make the cow follow you for a while. No, it only followed me for 1 square and then stopped, then turned around to
walk randomly again. And I can only feed it once per day. I eventually had to just delete the cow and place a new one inside the
fence.

The throughs also has large "hit area" and sometimes when I tried to manually feed a stupid cow or milk a cow that stands next
to a trough, I could not target the cow at all, my action menu would always be pointing at the trough, and if I'm not careful, it
could make me fill the trough with the wrong kind of thing (like fodder instead of water, or the other way around) making me
waste water and fodder. (Or if the trough is already full, and I clicked the fodder button, it refills the trough and wastes the
fodder in my bag anyway.) There should be an option to select target easier. This is frustrating.

Last but not least, as I had to edit my farm a lot due to cows vs. fodder issues stated above, I had to spend a lot of time at my
plotting table and while in edit mode, although the time seems to stop, my sleepiness bar doesn't. It keeps depleting, resulting in,
for example, me having to go to bed at 6pm to prevent falling asleep on the floor.

If you ignore these flaws, the game is ok for the price.

However, for grownups oor those who are used to more complex gameplay, it gets really boring very quickly, especially when
farming is a continual struggle against glitches or AI flaws. The daily routine is also quite repetitive and bland. Not much to do
and not many variables. It is not really linear, just that there is so much grinding and the scope is quite narrow, with not much
challenge and not many goals you would want to achieve besides collecting achievements for doing specific things for specific
number of times.. Fun little tower defense game. However, it is quite "child-like" and any adults looking for more than a
"distraction" won't find much.

It's an easy experience, fun and mind-numbing when you need it to be. It's definitely not something to get jazzed up about, but
it's worth it for $5 or less.. Gravitar is one of my favorite arcade classics, and when I searched for similar names on Steam I
found this gem. The demo is short but it told me everything I needed to know and I spent the $5. Gravitron 2 is what I wanted in
a more modern "Gravitar-like" game. The difficulty ramps up quickly but death isn't rage-inducing because I feel confident I
can "git gudder". I'm not very far into the levels yet, and I'm sure they get crazy, but so far the game feels quite fair.

TIPS: If you have a gamepad I recommend you use that. On my Xbone controller I have A=boost, X=fire, L1=shield. It's
important that you can easily boost & shield at the same time. Also start with "Standard" map pack. The default-selected
map pack ("OfficialPack1") is harder.

It's a great game and the price is right. Give the free demo a try!
. Nice little puzzle game. At root, it's the classic circuit-board thing where you have to connect pairs of terminals on a grid
without crossing the lines, but with a couple of complications added. Reasonably short, too!. FIRST LOOK REVIEW ==
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Painful. I'm you from the future: please don't buy this crap. Ever. And now you can kill me. Sorrow out.. It's a rather simplistic
walking sim but it does have a fantastic soundtrack and a good story although the story gets a little convuluated near the end.
Overall though it is still a worthwhile way to spend an hour and a half. It didn't crash on me once, ran at 144FPS the whole time
and was enjoyable. It's worth the current asking price of $5.64 CAD. If you like walking sims and cyberpunk themed games I
would recommend you give it a go.. For 5.00. Worth it if you plan on playing for a few days even. Fun hack and slash game..
don't play it solo. Its a cute game, but those 'escort the robot' missions are difficult. The enemy characters dead bodies will cover
the entire screen, as well as the robot you are protecting. This wasn't too much of a problem until over half way in hard mode, to
the point where I could no longer see the robot whatsoever, and continuously got a game over.

Demo Coming Soon, Stay tune!:

Since ICC 2018 (Indonesia Comic-Con) held in Jakarta, 28th October 2018. We are overflowed with feedbacks from many
players who are passionate and interested in Proto-G. This makes us so happy and excited.

As Result, these past weeks we have been fixing, polishing, rethink, and group feedbacks and turned that into a worthy demo to
be played. As we really care about player's experiences when they first play Proto-G.
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While our indiegogo campaign still going, we decided to focus our limited resources on making the demo free of bugs, fluid and
most of all asset qualities.

While not all part of Proto-G can satisfy everyone, we want to provide path where your feedbacks matters in this development.
Reach us and talk to us of any dissatisfaction you found while playing Proto-G.

Let us make Proto-G a great game for all, and stay tune!

Website : https://benuasoftworks.com/games/proto-g

Facebook[www.facebook.com]
Instagram[www.instagram.com]
Twitter
. SquareWorld Unpixeled House Flipper WAR DUST | 32 vs 32 Battles Slime-san: Superslime Edition THE LAST SURVIVOR
Omni Link Tiny Snow Brain 43℃ Platonic Paranoia 武林志（Wushu Chronicles） DROD RPG: Tendry's Tale Black Ice Zero
spring episode 3 Proto-G Its going to take longer..:

Hello. Demo Updates:
Hi Everyone,

We want to announce that Proto-G had some changes to the game.

- Bug fixes
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- Subtitle and audio adjustment
- Combat balancing and adjustment
- UI updates
- Game options updates

We also wanted to say thanks to all of beta testers for reaching us out to make Proto-G better.

We have more things for you that we will publish in Demo build. Stay tune!

Website : https://benuasoftworks.com/games/proto-g

Facebook[facebook.com]
Instagram[instagram.com]
Twitter
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